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This book represents a classical text in room acoustics - its original edition having been first published

in 1973. The author was a chair professor at the Institute of Technical Acoustics, the Technical University in

Aachen, Germany since 1972 until his retirement in 1995. The author of the book intends to introduce the

fundamentals of room acoustics in a systematic way, at the same time also providing, in this new edition, an

overview of state-of-the-art techniques. Similar to preceding editions, this new edition contains following major

chapters:

Some facts on sound waves, sources and hearing

Reflection and scattering

Sound waves in a room

Geometrical room acoustics

Reverberation and steady-state energy density

Sound absorption and sound absorbers

Subjective room acoustics

Measuring techniques in room acoustics

Design considerations and design procedures

Electroacoustical systems in rooms

In the nearly 45 years since the publication of the first edition of this book, room-acoustics has seen vibrant

research activities both in simulation and measurement techniques. In addition to updated content from the

preceding editions, this new edition provides an overview of most recent development, such as, advanced correla-

tion techniques for experimental measurements of room impulse responses using maximum-length sequences and

log-sweep sine signals, definition and measurement methods of sound scattering coefficients of rough surfaces.

With respect to theoretical room-acoustic predictions, this new edition includes reflection of spherical waves

from a plane, locally reacting boundary, an elementary explanation of the finite element method, and most

recent development of radiosity integral and diffusion equation modeling. In subjective assessment of concert

hall acoustics, binaural technology, auralization and preference ratings are also included in portions of this book

to provide the latest knowledge. In these updated chapters, the author has included literature published in the

recent decade – as late as 2014.

This reviewer came across the 1st edition through the author when one day around early 1984, this reviewer,

as a student, asked his advice on potential research topics in the author’s office at Technical University Aachen,

Germany. Since then this reviewer has constantly observed gradual development of the book content until

today, in the form of this 6th edition. Most profoundly, this reviewer has been influenced by author’s scientific

rigor and lucid presentation approach in his own career in architectural acoustics over the past three decades,

including the recent decade as this reviewer is also employing fundamental materials treated in this book to

educate graduate students of architectural acoustics in United States. This reviewer, based on his own research

and education experience, believes that this book in its 6th edition will still receive its readership across many

generations of architectural acousticians, graduate students, scientists in acoustics, and beyond.

NING XIANG, editor of the recent book, Architectural Acoustics Handbook (2017) (see pp.450)
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